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school should, to be useful, either directly or indirectly
influence conduct. Knowledge acquired for an examin-
ation or to escape punishment and discarded as soon as
possible is dead and useless.
The child so interested in history that he goes to see
Cleopatra's Needle or a Roman Camp on a Saturday morn-
ing has a far greater chance of growing into a civilized
man, able to enjoy the amenities of modern life, than the
child who ' knows ' more history but thinks of it as a book
to be learnt.
Again, it is a case of the better driving out the less good,
as in all sound habit-making, for however monotonous a
man's work is, he will have a compensatory life of leisure
if he has learnt to expend it on pursuits that are lastingly
interesting and demand absorbed attention. It is said
that such crowds watch football matches, go to dog races,
or pack into cinemas because thus for the time being they
find distraction from their dreary existence. It is bad
enough to think that so many people, much like ourselves
in other respects, should have to pass hours of their life
in uncongenial occupations, or worse still, only seeking for
employment. But those of us who are fortunate enough
to know how absorbing are great literature, music, and the
outdoor world of sights and sounds must also realize the
effect of knowledge on character. * There but for edu-
cation go most of us', can be easily said as we watch our
fellow men spending time and money in what seems to
us unprofitable ways.
The same could be said with equal justice about the
folk who are lacking in those standards and ideals which
compel a man to do his duty to his community. The more
sympathetic psychologists investigate the cause of crime,
the more assured they are that in nearly all cases it is lack
of right conditions in the upbringing during childhood and
adolescence.
The average child is not born good or bad ; he is born

